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Context

this is the year when the fight against climate change could

take a dramatic turn. the conference in Paris in December

presents political and business leaders with the opportunity

to take the critical decisions needed if we are to keep average

temperature rises to no more than 1.5 or 2 degrees c.

according to the iPcc, humankind cannot emit more than

1,000 giga-tonnes of cO2 from now, if we are to stay within

this limit. at the current and projected rate of consumption,

this entire carbon budget will be used by 2040.

Dynamic change is happening in energy supply, but the

change needs to happen faster. this energy [r]evolution

scenario proposes a pathway to a 100% sustainable energy

supply, ending cO2 emissions and phasing out nuclear

energy, and making redundant new oil exploration in the

arctic and deep sea waters such as off the coast of Brazil. it

also demonstrates that this transformation increases

employment in the energy sector.

What is required is for the political will to be there.

Greenpeace has been publishing its energy [r]evolution

scenarios since 2005, more recently in collaboration with the

scientific community, in particular the German aerospace

centre (DLr). While our predictions on the potential and

market growth of renewable energy may once have seemed

fanciful or unrealistic, they have proved to be accurate. the

us-based meister consultants Group concluded earlier this

year that “the world’s biggest energy agencies, financial

institutions and fossil fuel companies for the most part

seriously under-estimated just how fast the clean power sector

could and would grow”. it wasn’t the iea, Goldman sachs or

the us Department of energy who got it right. it was

Greenpeace’s market scenario which was the most accurate.

Current situation

the energy sector is changing rapidly. renewable energy

technologies have become mainstream in most countries as a

result of dramatically falling prices. a global renewable energy

supply is no longer science-fiction, but work in progress.

renewables contributed 60% of new power generation

worldwide in 2014, and in some countries the share was higher

(reN21-2015). the three main power generation technologies

(solar photovoltaics, wind and hydro) together added 127 GW

of new power generation capacity worldwide in 2014.

this increase in market share has driven huge cost

reductions, especially for solar Pv and wind power, forcing

other renewable energy technologies to reduce costs. all this

has happened in an environment where subsidies are

weighted heavily in favour of fossil fuels, which receive a

global annual subsidy of $550 billion, more than double the

subsidy for renewables (iea WeO 2015).

the most dynamic sector is power generation. renewable

energy supplied 21% of electricity generation in 2012, with

hydropower being the main renewable source. Heating and

transport lag behind. the number of electric vehicles

worldwide doubled year on year, but the number is still small

at 665,000. e-mobility and recent developments in battery

storage, including significant cost reductions, could herald a

change in the role of renewable energy in the transport sector. 

even though the emissions landscape is changing rapidly, fossil

fuels still provide 81.2% of the world’s primary energy supply. in

2014, for the first time in 40 years, global energy-related cO2

emissions remained stable in spite of continued economic

growth, thanks mainly to declining coal consumption in china. if

global mitigation efforts are strengthened, this trend will continue.

But the transition to renewables needs to happen more quickly if

it is to keep pace with the growth in energy demand and the

necessary replacement of fossil fuel-based energy supply. 
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image gemasolar, a 15 mw solar power tower plant, spain.
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source Platts, reN21, eWea, GWec, ePia, National statistics, iea, Breyer.

data compilation Dr. sven teske/Greenpeace.

figure 2  | annual global power plant market 1970 - 2014
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figure 1  | global final energy shares by sourCe in 2013
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peak in emissions

While the iea “current Policies” scenario1, set out in its World

energy Outlook 2014, sees energy related cO2 emissions

increasing by 56% between 2012 and 2050, the energy

[r]evolution scenario decarbonizes the entire energy system

by 2050. the combination of energy efficiency and renewable

energy technologies leads to a stabilization of cO2 emissions

in the energy sector by 2020 and a steady reduction towards

near zero cO2 emissions in 2050.

By 2030, global cO2 emissions are back to 1990 levels. Only

a decade later, a further 60% reduction is achievable. the

total carbon emissions between 2012 and 2050 add up to

667 gigatonnes – well within the iPcc’s “safe” limit of 1,000

gigatonnes. switching to 100% renewable energy is therefore

a matter of humankind’s survival. 

the energy [r]evolution scenario phases out coal, oil, gas and

nuclear energy as fast as technically and economically

possible, by expanding renewable energy and quickly rolling

out efficient vehicles in the transport sector to replace oil-

powered combustion engines. this leads to a renewable

energy share of 42% in 2030, 72% in 2040 and 100% in 2050.

the only remaining use for fossil fuels (mainly oil) is in the non-

energy sector, such as petrochemicals and steel production.

necessary steps

bring down emissions before 2020, and agree on legally-

binding greenhouse gas emission cuts to 2050. 

create a level playing field to increase cost competitiveness

for renewables. where energy or fuel subsidies focus on

consumers, particularly in major economies, middle and low

income countries, shift subsidies towards energy efficiency

and renewable energy options.

making the transition

Global energy demand continues to grow due to economic

growth and rising living standards. taking into consideration

population growth, GDP growth and improvements in energy

intensity, peak energy demand will be reached in 2020,

remaining at that level for about a decade. Overall demand

will fall below the current levels by 2050, reaching about 

453,000 PJ/a – 15% below current global primary energy demand.

the transport sector

Governments must introduce incentives for people to drive

smaller cars using new, more efficient engines. transport use

must be shifted to more efficient areas like rail, light rail and

buses, especially in large cities. if this is achieved, there are

energy savings of 62% (92,000 PJ/a) in 2050 compared to

the iea scenario, in spite of population increase, GDP growth

and higher living standards.

Highly efficient propulsion technology with hybrid, plug-in

hybrid and battery-electric power trains will bring about large

efficiency gains. under the energy [r]evolution scenario, 14%

of road transport needs are met by electricity by 2030

compared to less than 1% today, and just over half by 2050.

Hydrogen and synthetic fuels generated using renewable

electricity further increase renewables’ share in transport.

necessary steps

strengthen public transport and accelerate the transition

towards electrification of transport, particularly of trains,

light rail, trams and both two-and four-wheeled vehicles.
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1 tHe iea curreNt POLicies case is a refereNce case fOr tHe eNerGy [r]evOLutiON sceNariO. tHe Data fOr tHis

refereNce case Has BeeN imPLemeNteD iN eNerGy-mODeLLiNG sOftWare aND recaLcuLateD, WHicH causes

sOme DeviatiON frOm tHe OriGiNaL iea resuLts.
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figure 4  | development of Co2 emissions by seCtor

under the 100% energy [r]evolution 

‘savings’ = reduction compared to iea current policies
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figure 3  | Co2 emission development under the 100% energy [r]evolution by region, 2012 to 2050
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key result of the energy [r]evolution Case: 

renewable energies are cost competitive and a transition

towards 100% renewables can be entirely financed by

fuel cost savings.

the power industry

electricity replaces fuels, leading to a rise in electricity

demand in all sectors. technological advances and efficiency

measures will limit demand in industry and homes, but there

will be more demand overall because of the electrification of

transport and the need to generate synthetic fuels to replace

fossil fuels. 

electricity demand in the transport sector will double by 2020

and again increase by a factor of 5 in order to achieve

decarbonisation by 2050. furthermore hydrogen and

synthetic fuels – both produced with renewable power - will

add to increased electricity demand. But the energy-related

renovation of existing housing, the introduction of low energy

standards and highly efficient air conditioning systems,

sharply reduces energy demand in the housing sector.

the electricity supply industry is transformed by a

dynamically growing renewable energy market. this trend will

more than compensate for the phasing out of nuclear power

production. By 2050, 100% of global electricity supply comes

from renewable energy sources, with 23,600 GW of installed

generation capacity. By 2020, wind and Pv are the main

contributors to the growing market share, followed by solar

thermal, geothermal and wave energy. 

smart grids, demand side management, energy storage

capabilities and other options will need to be expanded to

increase the flexibility of the power system for grid integration

and a secure supply of electricity. 

the cost of transition

the introduction of renewable technologies slightly increases

the cost of electricity generation, compared to the iea

scenario, though the difference is marginal – only some 0.2 to

2 us cents/kWh (excluding integration costs for storage or

other load-balancing measures) depending on the region. in

some countries, such as china and india, the energy

[r]evolution scenario is economical from the beginning and

cheaper than conventional power supplies by 2020. as prices

rise for conventional fuels, these costs will become

economically favourable across all world regions by 2030,

and by 2050 the fuel cost savings will be 1.7 us cents/kWh. 

While the iea scenario leads to total electricity supply costs

more than doubling to $5.35 trillion in 2050, the energy

[r]evolution scenario sees overall generation costs of $6.2

trillion by 2050 but huge savings in fuel supply costs,

especially in transport and industry, with the phase-out of

fossil fuels. Because renewable energy has no fuel costs, the

cost savings amount to $42 trillion or $1.1 trillion/year. so

the additional investment costs of the 100% energy

[r]evolution scenario are covered entirely (107%) by fuel cost

savings. there are no further fuel costs in renewable energy

beyond 2050. the energy [r]evolution scenario not only

meets global cO2 reduction targets, it also helps stabilise

energy costs for societies.

investment required

around $64.6 trillion needs to be invested by 2050, or $1.6

trillion/year, for this to become a reality including investments

for replacement of out-of-date plants. this includes high

levels of investment for additional power plants for the

production of synthetic fuels. about 95% of total investment

in the power sector must shift towards renewables and

cogeneration. By 2030 the only investment in fossil fuels is in

gas power plants which are switched from natural gas to

renewable hydrogen between 2035 and 2050.

necessary steps

policymakers should work with utilities and grid system

operators, in addition to major energy consumers like

energy intensive industries, to define new policy

mechanisms and regulatory structures. 

world energy [r]evolution

a sustainable world energy outlook 2015
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table 1a  | aCCumulated investment Costs for eleCtriCity generation and fuel Cost savings under the

100% energy [r]evolution sCenario Compared to the iea “Current poliCies”

aCCumulated investment Costs

DiffereNce iea miNus 100% e[r]
unit 2012-2020 2021-2030 2031-2040 2041-2050 2012-2050 2012 - 2050

average per year

cONveNtiONaL (fOssiL + NucLear) BiLLiON $ 987.3 2,448.9 2,441.1 2,528.7 8,406.0 215.5
reNeWaBLes (iNcL. cHP) BiLLiON $ -2,014.1 -11,835.8 -16,264.6 -18,555.9 -48,670.4 -1,248.0
total BiLLiON $ -1,026.9 -9,386.9 -13,823.5 -16,027.1 -40,264.5 -1,032.4

aCCumulated fuel Cost savings

saviNGs cumuLative 100% e[r] versus iea

fueL OiL BiLLiON $ 51.5 483.3 769.7 633.4 1,937.9 49.7
Gas BiLLiON $ -113.0 1,502.4 6,057.6 12,315.0 19,761.9 506.7
HarD cOaL BiLLiON $ 232.0 2,449.7 5,960.2 8,299.8 16,941.7 434.4
LiGNite BiLLiON $ 32.5 253.7 442.3 562.2 1,290.8 33.1
NucLear eNerGy BiLLiON $ 63.4 384.2 698.5 945.4 2,091.4 53.6
total BiLLiON $ 266.4 5,073.2 13,928.3 22,755.8 42,023.8 1,077.5

table 1b  | aCCumulated investment Costs for heat generation under the 100% energy [r]evolution

sCenario Compared to the iea Current poliCies

aCCumulated investment Costs

DiffereNce iea miNus 100% e[r]
unit 2012-2020 2021-2030 2031-2040 2041-2050 2012-2050 2012 - 2050

average per year

reNeWaBLe BiLLiON $ 458.8 2,570.7 4,929.7 4,631.6 12,590.9 322.8

figure 5  | world development of eleCtriCity generation under the iea “Current poliCies” and the energy

[r]evolution Case
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table 2  | key parameters for re market expansion under the iea “Current poliCies” and the energy

[r]evolution Case

generation

[twh/a]
installed capacity

[gw]
annual market volume

[gw/a]
annual growth rate

based on generation

in twh/a [%/a]

electricity share

iea 100% e[r] iea 100% e[r] iea 100% e[r] iea 100% e[r] iea 100% e[r]

2012 22,604 22,604 5,680 5,680

2020 28,492 27,586 7,343 7,645

2030 36,256 36,867 9,130 13,146

2050 50,110 67,535 12,033 25,835

pv

2012 97 97 97 97 39 39

2020 408 1090 332 844 29 93 23% 41% 1.4% 4.0%

2030 630 5067 494 3,725 16 288 5% 19% 1.7% 13.7%

2050 1096 13,613 803 9,295 15 279 3% 5% 2.2% 20.2%

Csp

2012 5 5 3 3 1 1

2020 34 131 11 42 1 5 33% 61% 0.1% 0.5%

2030 85 2552 26 635 1 59 11% 39% 0.2% 6.9%

2050 303 14,035 74 2,555 2 96 7% 9% 0.6% 20.8%

wind on+offshore

2012 521 521 277 277 52 52

2020 1,254 2,158 554 904 35 78 13% 23% 4.4% 7.8%

2030 1,962 7,737 807 3,064 25 216 5% 15% 5.4% 21.0%

2050 3,202 21,673 1217 8,040 21 249 3% 6% 6.4% 32.1%

geothermal for

power generation

2012 70 70 11 11 1 1

2020 113 210 17 31 1 3 7% 17% 0.4% 0.8%

2030 188 1,149 28 171 1 14 6% 21% 0.5% 3.1%

2050 425 4,547 62 708 2 27 4% 8% 0.8% 6.7%

bioenergy for

power generation

2012 379 379 87 87 8 8

2020 740 979 150 200 8 14 10% 15% 2.6% 3.5%

2030 1,039 1,993 199 405 5 21 4% 8% 2.9% 5.4%

2050 1,577 3,193 293 742 5 17 2% 3% 3.1% 4.7%

oCean

2012 1 1 0 0 0 0

2020 3 32 1 11 0 1 29% 81% 0.0% 0.1%

2030 13 363 4 131 0 12 15% 31% 0.0% 1.0%

2050 76 2,010 28 738 1 30 11% 9% 0.2% 3.0%

hydro

2012 3,672 3,672 1,099 1,099 37 37

2020 4,458 4,349 1,331 1,316 29 27 3% 2% 15.6% 15.8%

2030 5,207 4,621 1,544 1,402 21 9 2% 1% 14.4% 12.5%

2050 6,431 4,966 1,878 1,536 17 7 1% 0% 12.8% 7.4%
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Cost

a major revision of current investment strategies is required,

with far more solar thermal, geothermal and heat pump

technologies needed in the heating sector. 

renewable heating technologies are variable, from low-tech

biomass stoves and unglazed solar collectors to

sophisticated enhanced geothermal and solar arrays. the

investment required is about $429 billion/year. 

necessary steps

policymakers at all levels of government must support the

development of renewable heat, given the large share of

heat in final energy demand. further development of

integrated approaches for the heating and electricity

sectors also can contribute to reducing grid pressure and

will keep the amount of bio energy within sustainable limits.

the heating seCtor

today renewables meet around 21% of global energy

demand for heating, most coming from biomass. energy

efficiency measures help reduce the current growing demand

for heating by 33% in 2050. up to 2030, biomass retains the

largest share of a growing market, while the share of

renewable heating doubles to 43%. after 2030, solar

collectors and geothermal and environmental heat, as well as

heat from renewable hydrogen, further reduces dependence

on fossil fuels. By 2050, hydrogen generated from renewable

electricity replaces the remaining gas consumption.

energy
[r]evolution

figure 7  | development of investments for renewable heat generation teChnologies under the sCenarios
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figure 6  | projeCtion of heat supply by sourCe. iea “Current poliCies” versus 100% energy [r]evolution
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the impaCt on energy seCtor jobs – a just

transition from fossil fuels to renewables

at every stage, the energy [r]evolution scenario results in more

energy sector jobs. While the iea scenario sees energy sector jobs

increase slightly to 2020, after which they decline, the energy

[r]evolution produces a 25% increase by 2020, and job numbers

grow nearly 60% above 2015 levels in 2025. Job numbers

continue to rise after 2025, reaching more than 48 million by 2030,

driven by strong growth and investment in the renewable sector. 

renewable energy accounts for 87% of all energy jobs by

2030; solar photovoltaic will provide 9.7 million jobs – equal to

the number of coal jobs today, while employment in the wind

sector will increase 10-fold from its current 700,000 to over 7.8

million – twice as many as the oil- and gas industry combined. 

necessary steps

stability and predictability of policy frameworks are both

required to underpin the sustained deployment of

renewable energy and the just transition from dirty to

renewable. the renewable energy industry needs

predictability in order to attract investment, build up

production capacity, develop new technologies, and

expand the number of sustainable jobs.
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by 2030 the solar industry could employ the same number

of people as the coal industry today, over 9.5 million. a “just

transition” initiative is required, so no-one is left behind.

figure 8  | global proportion of fossil fuel and

renewable employment in 2015 and 2030 under the iea

“Current poliCies” and the 100% energy [r]evolution Case

2030 iea “current policies”

2030 100% energy [r]evolution
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table 3  | global total employment in millions, energy seCtor workers under the iea “Current poliCies”

and the 100% energy [r]evolution Case

2015 2020

iea Current poliCies

2025 2030 2020

100% e[r]

2025 2030

by fuel

cOaL 9.76 9.67 8.63 7.70 4.80 3.28 1.97

Gas, OiL & DieseL 3.58 4.16 4.56 4.67 4.00 4.18 3.98

NucLear 0.73 0.86 0.83 0.74 0.52 0.52 0.51

reNeWaBLe 14.62 15.41 15.59 14.84 26.91 38.68 41.56

total jobs 28.69 30.11 29.62 27.95 36.24 46.65 48.01

by seCtor

cONstructiON aND iNstaLLatiON 4.86 5.09 4.60 3.95 8.32 14.59 15.56

maNufacturiNG 2.38 2.44 2.23 1.91 5.49 8.87 9.58

OPeratiONs aND maiNteNaNce 3.23 3.94 4.30 4.27 4.82 6.96 9.00

fueL suPPLy (DOmestic) 17.76 18.12 17.93 17.27 17.27 15.97 13.67

cOaL aND Gas exPOrt 0.47 0.52 0.54 0.57 0.34 0.26 0.20

total jobs (million) 28.69 30.11 29.62 27.95 36.24 46.65 48.01

by teChnology

cOaL 9.76 9.67 8.63 7.70 4.80 3.28 1.97

Gas, OiL & DieseL 3.58 4.16 4.56 4.67 4.00 4.18 3.98

NucLear 0.73 0.86 0.83 0.74 0.52 0.52 0.51

BiOmass 10.97 11.85 12.05 11.76 12.07 12.55 11.54

HyDrO 1.45 1.46 1.47 1.29 1.01 0.83 0.71

WiND 0.70 0.72 0.76 0.65 4.22 6.91 8.18

Pv 1.01 0.87 0.84 0.66 6.69 11.04 10.32

GeOtHermaL POWer 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.18 0.30 0.39

sOLar tHermaL POWer 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.08 0.45 1.66 2.66

OceaN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.23 0.45 0.65

sOLar - Heat 0.36 0.37 0.34 0.31 1.59 3.94 5.64

GeOtHermaL & Heat PumP 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.48 0.99 1.46

total jobs (million) 28.7 30.1 29.6 28.0 36.2 46.7 48.0
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the requirements for the transition

immediate political action is required to make this energy

[r]evolution scenario a reality. there are no major economic

or technical barriers to moving towards 100% renewable

energy by 2050. the renewable energy sector is delivering

change, but political action is needed to ensure it happens in

time. it is up to political and business leaders to steer

industry, influence consumers and stimulate markets towards

renewable energy and energy efficiency. a starting point is to

agree on further binding emissions reductions at the Paris

conference under the uNfccc process. 

an effective climate agreement should include strong short-

term action and set out a clear long-term pathway. it needs

to include the following:

•  a strong long-term goal, phasing out fossil fuels and

nuclear power by 2050 through a just transition to 100%

renewable energy, as well as the protection and restoration

of forests.

•  a 5-year commitment cycle for countries, starting in 2020,

to encourage countries to deepen their commitments and

discourage back-sliding.

•  a legally-binding agreement, including common accounting

rules for mitigation and finance, to encourage leaders to 

act boldly.

•  a shifting of subsidies away from fossil fuels by 2020.

•  a strong commitment for adaptation, finance and loss and

damage, $100 billion annually by 2020 for the energy

[r]evolution and adaptation.

•  a commitment to bring down emissions before 2020, in

order to keep global warming below 2/1.5 degrees c°.

figure 9  | development of global energy investments under the 100% energy [r]evolution Case
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image tropical cyclone Joalane swirling in the indian ocean. front cover image asia and australia at night. © nasa earth observatory image by robert simmon. front cover

small images offshore wind park gunfleet sands in the north sea. © paul langrock, greenpeace. / saerbeck in north rhine westfalia is a community which owns their own

wind and solar park. 70% of the private households in saerbeck are supplied by renewable energies. © bente stachowske, greenpeace. 
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“there are no major economic or
technical barriers to moving towards
100% renewable energy by 2050.”


